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NFL BIOSCIENCES is committed to ensuring transparency concerning the use of cookies.
This Cookies Policy enables you to learn more about the origin and use of the browsing data processed
during your visit of the site https://www.nflbiosciences.com, as well as your rights.
While visiting our site, the browsing data for your device (computer, tablet, smartphone, etc.) may be stored
in “cookie” files that are installed on your device, subject to the cookies options that you have chosen. Your
choices can be changed at any time.
This cookies policy is intended to provide internet users with information on the functioning of the cookies
saved when browsing on any device (computer, tablet, smartphone), depending on their choices.
It makes it possible to better understand what a cookie is and how to adapt your settings. To manage your
cookies, click on the “Cookies management” link.

1. What is a cookie?
Cookies are small text files downloaded to your device’s hard drive when you access the
https://www.nflbiosciences.com site using your browsing software.
A cookie file enables its issuer to identify the device that it is saved on during the period for which the
cookie is valid or registered. Subject to your choices, when you connect to our site, we may install various
cookies on your device allowing us to recognize your device’s browser for the period while the cookie
concerned is valid.
Only a cookie’s issuer may read or modify the information contained in it.
The cookies issued by https://www.nflbiosciences.com are used for the purposes presented below, subject
to your choices.

2. Why do we use cookies?
The site uses cookies to optimize how the site functions and offer you a more efficient user experience.
Subject to your choices, the cookies make it possible to collect information and keep it for your subsequent
visits for the period during which they are valid.

3. What types of cookies are saved?
The site https://www.nflbiosciences.com uses cookies that are exempt from consent, cookies that are
accepted by default but that you may reject, and cookies that require your prior consent.
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The cookies that are exempt from your consent are as follows:
•

•

•

Functional cookies: they are required for the https://www.nflbiosciences.com site to function and
help facilitate its use by activating core features, such as page navigation and access to the site’s
secure areas.
Collected cookies: the IP address, the connection date and time, the internet pages consulted on
the site, the type of operating system used, the type and version of browser used, the browser
language used, the identifier and the content of a cookie file stored by us on your device, exclusively
for system administration purposes.
Technical performance cookies: they allow NFL BIOSCIENCES to monitor its site’s technical
performance, to detect issues with a view to reducing, where possible, any inconvenience for users,
to activate and back up the security features, as well as to help detect malicious activities and
infringements of these general terms of use.

The cookies accepted by default, but that you may reject, are as follows:
•

Audience measurement cookies: they help the data controller to understand how users interact
with the site, to know how the site is used and is performing, to determine statistics, volume
information concerning visitors and use of the various elements (content viewed, journey, etc.) with
a view to improving the interest, look and feel of our services (most frequently consulted pages or
sections, most read articles, etc.).

The cookies requiring your prior consent are as follows:
•

Advertising cookies: they are issued and used by third party partners to collect browsing
information on our site and then to display, through websites, relevant advertising content that is
likely to correspond to your interests. The issuing and use of cookies by these third parties are
subject to the privacy policies set by these third-party partners.

4. What is the lifespan of the cookies?
A cookie exists for a limited period of time. Consent for saving cookies is valid for 13 months. At the end of
this period, your consent must be collected again.

5. How can you manage your cookies?
You may accept or reject some or all of the cookies, using the “Cookies management” link.
You may also manage your cookies by choosing your settings directly in your browser. The configuration of
each browser is different. It is presented in the help menu, which will inform you about how to change your
cookie settings. Here are the help pages for:
-

Microsoft Edge
Apple Safari
Google Chrome
Firefox
Opera

6. For more information about cookies
For more information about cookies, please visit the CNIL (French data protection authority) site at
https://www.cnil.fr/fr/cookies-et-traceurs-que-dit-la-loi
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